Introduction
The great part of geometrical structures on differentiate manifolds is given with the aid of a non-degenerate tensor field of type (0,2) or (2,0) or (1, 1) . For instance, the Riemannian, pseudo-Riemannian, almost Hamiltonian, almost complex, conformal structures are of such types. The values of such tensor field on a linear frame determine a mapping of the bundle of linear frames into linear group Gl(n). For instance, if u = (x,u^,..* ,u Q ), xeM, u^ T^M, is a frame (u^ -vectors tangent to an n-dimensional manifold M at x eM), 6= (i.e 1 ,...,^), 6 i eT^M, © i (Uj) = frj, ©-dual frame of u and f is non-degenerate tensor field of type (1,1) on U then the matrix (ffu^.e'h), i,j = 1,,..,n, is an element of Gl(n). Thus we got a mapping of the principal bundle !y(M,Gl(n),p) of linear frames into Gl(n).
From historical point of view, such structures were investigated separately. Treating such structures as given by a mapping n : i -Gl(n) we can present a theory which contains their common properties and allows us to consider these structures from more general point of view. Obviously, such mappings must satisf^ some conditions.
In this paper we shall generalize this theory by introducing some mappings of a principal fiber bundle E(M,G,p) into
Its structural Lis group G. This makes possible to investigate analogous structures on general principal fiber bundles.
As the main tool of investigations we use the notion of covariant derivation, i.e. we assume that a connection on a considered principal fiber bundle is given.
All the considered here functions are assumed to be of (oo) class C y . Connections and connection forms on E will be denoted by the same symbol co.
The tangent vector space to a manifold M at xeM will be denoted by TJJ, I^J T M = TM. A manifold is considered as * xeM
x Hausdorff with countable basis. If f:M -* G is a mapping of M into a group G then the mapping x -where (f(x))~^ ia converse to f(x) in G, will be denoted by f~1, i.e. f~1(x) = (f(x))" 1 . The identity mapping will be denoted by I, I(x) = x.
1. fl -mapping and v-forms Let E(M,G,p) be a principal fiber bundle where M is an n-dimensional manifold, G is an r-dimensional Lie group and p:E -M is the projection mapping. Remark. This mapping was introduced and called principal object by J.Ganoarzewicz in [l] . Now, if U cm is a coordinate neighborhood and ZyfU -• E a cross section over U then for each z = z^j(x)g we have (2) = ^{gJiTufxjTtg), JTu'TTiZy). -261 -For us it is more convenient to present P in terms of it and u, Ftom (3) "the horizontal vectors satisfy dg = -wug.
Thus we shall obtain from (2) and (4) dJr(dz) = d^tdgj^-yf + qdiTyf + ^^d^dg)
It is easy to verify by substituting
that we shall obtain the formula (5), (after long calculations). In virtue of (5) and this remark we are in a position to formulate Theorem 1.
If the n-mapping is of type (e,*) then ir-form P is tensorial 1-form of type adt and is given by the formula 
Exterior and covariant differentials of ir-form
In order to calculate the exterior derivative dF of a x-form F we need to reoall some notions and formulas. But <p:G -G given by 9= q""* is left homomorphism and we have d<p = -d^ at unity e € G. Therefore,
1
This implies the disappearance of two terms in above formula and we can formulate Theorem 4. If a n-mapping is of type (9,*) and co is a connection form on E(M,G,p) then the exterior derivative dP of corresponding jr-form P is expressed by the formula
The covariant derivative of P is given by the formula (9) DP = dP + [PAdt{cj)J . Now, let 7T be a mapping of type (3,1). Then rc-conjugate connection form oj". can be written as P+co and we have dcOjj.» dP + dw.
Substituting here P from (6^) and do) « -y [coAu] + a, we get Proposition 5.
The structure equations of ir-conjugate connection form on E(M,G,p) has the form
Thus the curvature form of jr-conjugate connection is given by the formula For the covariant derivative Du^ of u) x (with respect to u) we get the formula)
Remark.
The formula (9) was proved for general tensorial 1-form of type AdG in [4] .
Son» special fUmappings
The theory constructed here is analogous to that defined on a manifold by means of the tensors of type (r,s), r+s = 2. This analogy enables us to introduce some speoial types of n-mappings and speoial types of connections depending on a given Fl-mapping. Definition 3.
A fl-mapping is called parallel relatively to a connection u, in short co-parallel, if the corresponding it -form ? is equal to zero.
In virtue of (6) we get the following condition for a co-parallel fl-mapping M is a global cross section of E and ir i3 defined by ir(z M ) = g Q then this ir is w-parallel with respect to the connection a)
given by co(dz M ) = 0.
The characteristic property of u>-parallel n-mappings is such that their equations (13) along a curve L depend only on the projection p(L) of L on M. An analogous case we obtain if, a Tr-form F takes its values in the central ideal of structure group G. Thus, if n* is a basis of the central ideal q.
c T_G of the Lie algebra T"G and % are some 1-forms on M then this n-mapping is calledco-fq^)parallel if F(X) = i = % (dp(X))n^. The principal fiber bundle with given such n-mapping may be considered as analogous to well known Weyl space. Such fl-mappings will be not considered in this paper,
